
Dance Portfolio

Group members names:


School:


Class#:


Teacher Name:

 1

Date



Introduction to Dance
What is dance?


What do we know about dance?


What did we discover about dance?

 2

What goals did we set for dance?

Date



Dance Learning

• What to look for when observing 
other group’s choreography?

 3

Demonstration and Observation

Date



Dance Learning

Prompts and positive sentence starters

 4

Giving Peer Feedback

Date



!5

Dance Learning
Dance Vocabulary Collection

Dance Vocabulary Example
Key Words Add a video that explains and demonstrates 

2 (two) examples of dance vocabulary.

Type out which key words 
that we are focusing on:

Date
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Dance Learning
The Elements of Dance

Original Choreography

Elements of Dance - Movement Exploration

Date



Theme?

�7

Dance Learning
Date



!8

Dance Making
Group Brainstorming & Planning - Variation on Choreography 

Discussion Work-in-Progress Dance
What did our group select to focus on to create our 
variation (elements of dance, emotion, movement quality)?

How is our variation different from the original choreography?

What challenges did we encounter as a group?

In our next rehearsal, we will…

Date
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Dance Making
In-Group Feedback on Variation on Choreography 

What did we do well as a group?

What emotions are we expressing in our dance?

If our dance had a story, what do we think it would be about?

Date



 10

Dance Making
Self Reflection on Dance

What was it like for you to learn dance vocabulary and choreography?
What part of dance have you learned the most? Why and how?
Can you describe what stands out the most to you?

Date

Add a video of each group member answering any one of the reflection questions below:
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Dance Making
Peer Feedback - iPad Exchange

What did they do well as a group?
What elements of dance and/or emotions are visible in their dance?
How does their dance show clarity and a clear sequence?
What are some suggestions you would like to give to this group?
If their dance had a story, what do you think it would be about?

Using the questions below give the other group feedback by creating a video:

Dance Group Feedback Video

Feedback Group:

Date
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Dance Making
Revision

Plan for next step:
Create a video of your group discussion. Below are guiding questions for your group discussion.

Will we use any suggestions to improve or change our dance?

What changes will my group make?

Why are the changes necessary?

How will my group implement/make those changes?

Group Discussion Revised Dance

Date



 13

Dance Making
In-Group Assessment

How are your ideas and emotions communicated in your group’s dance?

How do your transitions help connect the beginning, middle (development) and end (resolution) of your dance?

Which elements of dance are evident/visible in your dance?

Date
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Dance Making
Peer Feedback

Our goal for the next rehearsal is…

How did our revision change our dance?

Rehearsal in front 
of an Audience

Peer Feedback with Suggestions 
from the Audience

Date
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Dance Making
Rehearsal - Preparing for Sharing

Rehearsal - Revision

Group Response

What is our group’s goal for our sharing?

What is your goal for the sharing?

What do we want the audience to takeaway from our dance?

Create a video of your group discussion. In 
your discussion answer the questions below:

Date
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Dance Making
Final Sharing

Performance

Create a reflection video about your 
performance answering these questions:
Describe today’s experience…

How did it feel to share your dance in front 
of a large audience?

Group Reflection

Date


